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scale of taxation, was undoubtedly an unpleasant 
surprise to the business community as a 
among whom in many quarters hopes had been

PROBLEMS OK TAX ATION whole.
The tremendous financial problems with which ___ _

the world is faced at the present time can be ulti- enter£,ine<i that the close of the war would see 
mutely comprised under two headings, those ol the lmHilll abrogation, if not the entire cessation 
production and those of taxation. The problems of this Uix, Yhe urgent necessity of securing siil- 
of production include all the various tangles, now jlcient revenue was apparently the deciding factor 
awaiting solution with labour, with improved jn iLs continuance. As regards the future of this 
'methods in agriculture and in manufacture, with Uix it is perhaps premature to speculate. It may 
transportation. The problems of taxation include )ie suggested, however, that present circumstances 
the task of caring for the enormous national debts indicate that the Uix is not likely to tie entirely 
which have lieen created as a result of the war, abrogated for several years, but that with a de- 
and of potential obligations in the shape of pen- c)ine in the demands upon the Dominion's ex- 
sions, and what is vitally imporUmt. of so distrili- che,|Uer from this war, and immediate post-war 
uting the burden of taxation, that while providing levc| 8ome decrease in the rate of taxation at pres- 
for these national needs, production is not hinder- ent in forcc may be expected, 
ed or thrift and the habit of accumulation penal- The taxation problem in Canada has been made 
ised or the standard of living of any class of the mo|.e interesting by the fact that within the last 
community lowered below the line of normal ef- few weeks, 0ne of the political parties in the De
ficiency minion has definitely committed itself to a low-

11ère in Canada for several generations to come, tariff policy. With the purely politicalaspecU.of
-H r-iniv occupy a place of promi- this question, this journal has nothing to do. I>

taxation will cei ta y P h,‘ vda the financial side, it may lie pointed out
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the maximumlevel* olUw. wh.t torn „h„U the»
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a. V* F“t£?ï jïï irfact that in the recent Budget this Uix was lenewed for a year on the basis of the full 1918 (Continued on page HRS)
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